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In the preface of his landmark book, After the End of Art: Contemporary Art 

and the Pale of History, the philosopher and art critic Arthur Danto makes 

an interesting reference to an artwork by David Reed, whose installation 

appeared at Cologne’s Kölnischer Kunstverein. The installation consisted 

of a bed set against a wall, a painting hanging above the bed, and a 

television set that played a looped video. The video was a clip from Alfred 

Hitchcock’s 1958 film Vertigo where Judy, the character played by the 

actress Kim Novak, reveals her true identity to her lover in a hotel room. 

The setting in itself is unremarkable until the viewer realizes that Reed has 

replaced the nondescript painting in the video with one of his own – the 

same painting hanging over the bed in the installation. Here, it becomes 

clear that the installation is a recreation of the setting of the video clip, and 

that the painting has in fact taken on two modes of existence – what Danto 

refers to as “formal and objective reality, existing…as image and 

reality…occup[ying] the space of the viewer and the fictive space of a 

character in the movie.” 

 

This reference is significant in light of how it elucidates the disjuncture 

between modernism, which seeks to present the object as the epicenter of 

the aesthetic experience -  “the purity of the medium being its defining 

agenda” - and contemporary art, which asks viewers to believe that 

anything goes and everything is possible. Here, Danto sees Reed taking 

the position of the artist who has moved away from relying solely on one 

medium to bring his message across, “situat[ing] [his] paintings by means 



of devices which belong to altogether different media – sculpture, video, 

film, installation.” 

 

In many ways, Reed’s work is analogous to that of the Filipino visual artist 

Ronald Ventura, whose creative trajectory shows the influence of 

multifarious sources that form complex thematic interstices. In the span of 

a decade, Ventura has employed various channels to reveal his fetishistic 

preoccupation with disfigurement, the macabre and the undead; Platonic 

notions of beauty, embodied by his anatomically precise alabaster 

renderings of the human figure and his madly neo-classical conceits of 

elasticity, light and material; and much later, the eye-boggling amalgam of 

body parts, toys, droids, pop icon figures, and graffiti for which he has 

come to be known in auction sale rooms throughout the region. 

 

Clearly, Ventura’s aesthetic devices have trail blazed the collective 

consciousness, moving from the explicitness and instantaneous response 

required by the hedonism and sexuality of his earlier work to the more 

implicit yet still seething restlessness that he manifests today. His current 

output is, therefore, startling in the sense that it marks what I consider to 

be a turning point in the professional life of the artist, a truly positive 

development in a career that has thus far been defined not so much by an 

overriding thematic thread, but rather by “bursts of energy” – perhaps the 

best way to describe magnum opuses such as Blancher Pink (2003) in the 

Paulino and Hetty Que collection; the monumental Human Study (2005), 

the Ateneo Art Award winning piece that cemented Ventura’s reputation; 

and his more recent Appetite (2008) from the National University of 

Singapore show “Mapping the Corporeal” and  Framed (2009).  

 



“Fragmented Channels” is, in my opinion, the crystallization of the open-

ended branching-out that has informed Ventura’s work thus far, seeing that 

it brings together the qualities for which he is best known: technical skill 

and critical insight. More importantly, this exhibition situates the artist at the 

crux of the contemporary art movement through the sense of ease that he 

displays in presenting his ideas via multiple platforms. Unhampered by 

convention, a freedom that also clearly comes from attaining his level of 

success, Ventura brings together his paintings (and in them, the images 

that have become his leitmotifs) and resin sculptures to create 

assemblages: 3a series of television sets where scenes of solitude – 

recreations of life episodes – are hermetically enclosed.  

 

The works hearken to historical dioramas (such as those exhibited at the 

Ayala Museum in Makati City) but by their very presentation in 

reconfigured or molded outmoded casings negate the intrinsic power of 

their usual conveyance. In place of figures or events of import, the artist 

has instead populated the medium with quotidian characters, many of 

them taken from photographs of family members of workers in his studio, 

in situations at times comical enough to elicit a guffaw as in the case of the 

damsel desperately pursuing pulchritude in Beauty Remedy and the 

tattooed toughie and fellow macho types in Kwentong Barbero (Barber’s 

Tale) girdled by walls plastered with girlie magazines. Other works such as 

Sponsor and Animae are more symbol than vivification, metaphors of 

greed and despair. For the most part, one observes a palpable mapping of 

the bleakness of the human condition, as in the girl who nauseatingly 

enucleates herself in a wretched attempt for attention in Parental 

Guidance, the poignant unraveling of a relationship in Sunset Drama and, 

by extension, a sad reckoning of Third World living conditions such as the 



six members of a family forced to partake of a meager repast in a flooded 

dining room graced by Da Vinci’s Last Supper.  

 

Three pieces in particular reflect back to the viewer the question of the 

gaze, and the existential conundrum of the familial and economic 

parameters by which society operates. In Amusement, a young boy 

flanked by another figure sits transfixed in front of what one assumes to be 

a television playing a video game, the walls around him cheekily featuring 

what could be readily identify as Ventura paintings. Another assemblage 

shows a maidservant taking a break from her chores, furtively getting her 

daily soap opera fix, the romantic nature of the program symbolized by the 

black and white painting of Cupid and Psyche.  Perhaps most disturbing 

are the zombie-like family members in 3 O’Clock Habit who sit cross-

legged in front of their idiot box, the title of the work a reference to a 

novena, but in this case an evocative display of the worshipful reverence 

accorded to media and technology. 

 

The set of paintings which form part of this exhibition are not to be seen 

simply as backdrops, but rather serve as counterpoints to the artist’s 

sculptural exegeses. All are monochrome, save for one work, a rendering 

of a sumptuously appointed lounge done in  full color. What is most 

surprising about these works is that they are, unique among Ventura’s 

body of work, bereft of human figures. This is not to say that the spaces 

are unlived – for from it, one could sense that the images go beyond 

depiction and bear the hallmarks of trace. The domestic set-ups vary, yet 

all contain televisions that have been left switched on. Again, one spots the 

difference: the television sets shown are all old, cathode-ray models, save 

for the fashionable wide screen LCD television hanging on one wall of the 

posh interior. Closer inspection reveals that the pictures being shown in 



the aging televisions are innocuous: TV color bars, cloying commercials, 

felicitous news features. The post-cathode screen, on the other hand, 

contains a harrowing image of the desperation of people caught in the 

midst of the great flood that devastated the Philippine capital Manila last 

year. 

 

When seen together, there is a sense of how “Fragmented Channels” 

switches the perception of viewers where, much like in Reed’s installation, 

the subject looks at the object, and the object in turn looks back at the 

subject who also turns out to be the object. It is in this shifting of 

frameworks that the art of Ronald Ventura ventures beyond the analog 

transmission of straightforward narrative – concluding in the end-of-

episode pale of history referred to by Danto - to embark upon a new 

course that is at once perplexing in its speculation as it is digitally brilliant, 

connected and altogether unexpected. 
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